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4 Alex Lubin’s latest book aims to deconstruct the complexities of the so-called US war on
terror, allegedly triggered by 9/11 attacks. The official US narrative prides itself on
promoting transparency in dealing with enemies of the state. Differently put, the US
institutional tradition boasts of not keeping what the French nomenclature defines as le
raison d’état,  whereby the state can (indefinitely or not) block access to information
deemed sensitive. Lubin finds that the US through either coercion or persuasion ended
up perpetuating less than transparent practices like the ones carried out by previous
empires,  inflicting  irreparable  damage in  respect  to  overall  liberty  and freedom of
expression. 
5 The US government frames the latest war on terror as an unprecedented phenomenon,
without a parallel in human history. But Lubin’s central argument claims that such a
framing  not  only  evokes  similar  events,  but  is  deeply  rooted  in  the  ideology  of
American  exceptionalism.  Showcasing  the  historicity  on  the  US  war  on  terror
illustrates  the  government’s  policy  of  legitimizing  extra-judicial  incarceration  and
assassination of so-called “alien combatants.” To clarify his point, Lubin qualifies the
US  war  on  terror  as  “something  of  a  palimpsest,  drawing  on  new  meanings  and
memories to cover over the ruins of past violence. Yet, as with all palimpsests, the past
is never fully concealed or subjugated, and it  frequently emerges in the US war on
terror  as  something  of  a  haunting.”  (8)  Closely  considered,  that  rhetoric  of
exceptionalism fires back because it “direct animosity away from systemic analysis of
capitalism toward a racialized global and domestic communities, especially Muslims”
(15). Readers of Lubin’s book thus learn of the US’ strategies of creating a false, but
useful  enemies.  The  latter  help  meeting  policy  objectives  without  alerting  public
opinion that something less than transparent is going on or so the policy makers think.
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6 The book makes a case for an exceptionally sordid scenario wherein the US war on
terror  has  repeatedly  spelt  an  irreparable  damage  to  humans  worldwide  and  to
international peace in general, despite claims to the contrary. Importantly, Lubin notes
a steady decline in the freedom of expression not only to those deemed aliens or state
enemies, but for American citizens. It becomes self-evident that government practice
contradicts  the  ideals  of  liberal  democracy.  Advances  in  the  drone  technology  and
satellite surveillance have facilitated killings for the Obama administration—measures
that the Bush team had never imagined capable of doing. For the author, President
Trump did  worse,  but  importantly  the  scale  of  state-sponsored  violence  has never
stopped escalating. 
7 The book proceeds in making its argument via a careful reading of concerts, films, TV
series, texts of laws, and poems. The poem, “My City of Ruins” had been first sung in
2000 in the context of the 1990s de-industrialization but has been rehabilitated to serve
government policies after 9/11. The recycled version mobilizes the initial resolve to
reinject an abandoned city with life in order to evoke a determination for beating the
nation’s  enemies.  Overall,  the book offers  a  reading entrenched in history,  the one
meant to underline how deviations and departures work and for what end. In lieu of a
class warfare between the haves and have-nots, the war on terror that followed the
Cold  Warhas  so  far  succeeded,  through  a  less-than-innocent  singing  of  American
exceptionalism,  in  evading  the  social  consequences  of  de-industrialization  and  the
impoverishment of large sways of American and world populations. 
8 Chapter One zooms on the abusive manner in which the memorialization of 9/11 fuels
the brooding mood and melancholia.  This  mood accelerates  the evaporation of  the
historicity  of  the  attacks  since  it(the  mood)  projects  a  fallaciously-driven  venom
against the cultures from which the perpetuators of the attacks come from. Chapter
Two  follows  on  how  that  massive  hatred  mobilizes  a  novel  understanding  of  the
concept of the homeland, the one that corresponds with the war on terror. The concept
erases  the  Cold  War  distinction  between  home  and  abroad  in  order  for  empire  to
operate  unrestrained  both  in  space  and  time.  Hunting  down so-called  terrorists  in
Afghanistan is perceived as a variation of tracking native American tribes during the
nineteenth century. The PATRIOT Act of 2004 emphasizes that the policing of the world
and chasing “insurgents” lies at the heart of what it means to define home security.
Such a  legalistic  vision hides  a  hunger  for  policing the  worlds,  a  projection of  the
cowboy  mindset  on  the  global  scale.  Simultaneously,  policing  US  cities  becomes
synonymous with military action in occupied territories. If the cowboy mindset rules
both at home and abroad, it is because in the imperial imaginaire national borders are
fictions, cancelled to meet US policy objectives. 
9 Chapter  Three  accelerates  the  implications  from the  cancelling  of  national  borders
when  tracking  so-called  “enemy  combatants”  and  still  disregarding  the  Geneva
Convention  which  still  stipulate  the  protection  of  foreigners  in  times  of  war.  The
lawfare,  Lubin specifies,  is  rooted in a linguistic  perversion where national  borders
exist on paper only. Chapter Four opens the recently declassified “Drone Papers” in
order to find that the Obama Administration authorization of remote killing, that is
extrajudicial assassinations, were part and parcel of the liberal framework and never a
break  from  it.  The  final  part  of  this  chapter  examines  what  so-called  “insurgent
aesthetics,” artistic performances such as poetry that resist the reduction of humans
into easily dispensable drone targets. The conclusion raises the readers’ attention to
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the ways in which the war on terror has restricted freedom globally speaking, and on a
scale never known before. 
10 Now,  the  challenge  before  the  author  is  till  when  will  Muslims  stay  serving  as
surrogates for the powerful people behind Americans’ misery? Lubin’s presentation of
the ways in which the war on terror is narrated overlooks Marx’s law of the tendential
fall in the rate of profits, the one that will eventually bring about the terminal crisis of
capitalism.  The  current  Covid  19  pandemic  has  pinpointed  that  no  matter  how
sweeping the diversion, the world economy has been unable to recover. As indicated
near the end of  the Lubin’s  study,  Muslims and non-Muslims are slowly but  surely
learning how contrary to objectives set by successive US administrations, the war on
terror has been illuminating the road for a liberating version of universalism. 
11 Scholars of contemporary culture as well as of world history will find Lubin’s razor-
shape distinctions crucial in understanding the implicit motives behind the so-called
war on terror.
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